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Abstract. Queueing Petri nets are a powerful formalism that can be exploited for modeling distributed systems and analyzing their performance
and scalability. By combining the modeling power and expressiveness of
queueing networks and stochastic Petri nets, queueing Petri nets provide a number of advantages. In this paper, we present our tool QPME
(Queueing Petri net Modeling Environment) for modeling and analysis
using queueing Petri nets. QPME provides an Eclipse-based editor for
building queueing Petri net models and a powerful simulation engine for
analyzing these models. The development of the tool started in 2003 and
since then the tool has been distributed to more than 120 organizations
worldwide.
Keywords: Queueing Petri nets, stochastic modeling and analysis,
simulation.

1

Introduction

Introduced in 1993 by Falko Bause [1], the Queueing Petri Net (QPN) formalism combines the modeling power and expressiveness of queueing networks and
stochastic Petri nets. QPNs are commonly used for the performance evaluation
of computer systems because they provide a number of beneﬁts compared to
traditional queueing networks and stochastic Petri nets. QPNs enable the integration of hardware and software aspects of system behavior in the same model.
In addition to hardware contention and scheduling strategies, QPNs make it
easy to model simultaneous resource possession, synchronization, asynchronous
processing and software contention. Another advantage of QPNs is that they can
be used to combine qualitative and quantitative system analysis. A number of
eﬃcient techniques from Petri net theory can be exploited to verify some important qualitative properties of QPNs. The latter not only help to gain insight into
the behavior of the system, but are also essential preconditions for a successful
quantitative analysis [4]. The main idea behind the QPN formalism was to add
queueing and timing aspects to the places of Colored Generalized Stochastic
Petri Nets (CGSPNs). This is done by allowing queues (service stations) to be
integrated into places of CGSPNs. A place of a CGSPN that has an integrated
queue is called a queueing place and consists of two components, the queue and
a depository for tokens which have completed their service at the queue. For a
detailed description of the QPN formalism see [1].
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The major goal of QPME (Queueing Petri net Modeling Environment) is to
support the modeling and analysis of QPN models. The presented tool provides
user-friendly graphical editors enabling the user to quickly and easily construct
QPN models. It oﬀers a highly optimized simulation engine that can be used
to analyze QPN models eﬃciently. The simulation engine enables the analysis
of QPN models too large to be analyzable with analytical techniques due to
the state space explosion problem [8]. QPME also oﬀers advanced features for
processing and visualizing the results of simulating a QPN model. In addition,
being implemented in Java, QPME runs on all major platforms and is widely
accessible. The QPN formalism can be used for stochastic modeling in many
domains. One major area of application is the performance analysis of computer
systems. The tool has been successfully used in several performance modeling
studies, e.g. in [10, 11, 14, 16].
The development of QPME started in 2003 at the Technische Universität Darmstadt and has been continuously extended since then. Currently, the tool is developed and maintained by the Descartes Research Group1 at Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT). Since May 2011, QPME is available in version 2.0 under an
open-source license (Eclipse Public License 1.0). QPME has been distributed to
more than 120 universities and research organizations worldwide so far.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of the functionality provided by QPME. Section 3 gives some technical insights
into its implementation. Section 4 describes typical use cases of the tool and
Sect. 5 provides a comparison with other tools for QPNs. Finally, the paper is
wrapped up with some concluding remarks in Sect. 7.

2

Functionality

2.1

Queueing Petri net Editor (QPE)

QPE is a graphical editor for QPNs. The user can create QPN models with a
simple drag-and-drop approach. Figure 1 shows the QPE main window which
is comprised of four views. The Main Editor View displays the graphical representation of the currently edited QPN. The palette contains the set of QPN
elements that can be inserted in a QPN model by drag-and-drop, such as places,
transitions, and connections. Furthermore, it provides editors for the central definition of colors and queues used in a QPN model. In the Properties View the
user can edit the properties of the element currently selected in the QPN model.
For queueing places, for instance, the user can specify a scheduling strategy and
service time distributions for each color in this view. The Outline View shows
a list of all elements in the QPN model. The Console View displays the output
when simulating a QPN model.
In a QPN, a transition deﬁnes a set of ﬁring modes. An incidence function
speciﬁes the behavior of the transition for each of its ﬁring modes in terms of
tokens destroyed and/or created in the places of the QPN. Figure 2 shows the
1

http://www.descartes-research.net
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Fig. 1. QPE Main Window

Incidence Function Editor, which is used to edit the incidence function of a
transition. Once opened this editor displays the transition input places on the
left, the transition ﬁring modes in the middle and the transition output places
on the right. Each place (input or output) is displayed as a rectangle containing
a separate circle for each token color allowed in the place. The user can create
connections from token colors of input places to modes or from modes to token
colors of output places. If a connection is created between a token color of a place
and a mode, this means that when the transition ﬁres in this mode, tokens of the
respective color are removed from the place. Similarly, if a connection is created
between a mode and a token color of an output place, this means that when the
transition ﬁres in this mode, tokens of the respective color are deposited in the
place.
In addition to the basic features described above, QPE has several characterizing features that improve the model expressiveness of QPNs and simplify the
creation of complex QPN models. Special mention must be made of the following
features:
– Central color management. The user can deﬁne token colors globally for the
whole QPN instead of on a per place basis. Instead of having to deﬁne the
color multiple times, the user can deﬁne it one time and then reference it
in all places where it is used. This saves time, makes the model deﬁnition
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Fig. 2. QPE Incidence Function Editor

more compact, and last but not least, it makes the modeling process less
error-prone since references to the same token color are speciﬁed explicitly.
– Shared queues. The user can specify that multiple queueing places share
the same underlying physical queue2 . In QPE, queues are deﬁned centrally
(similar to token colors) and once deﬁned they can be referenced from inside
multiple queueing places. This allows to use queueing places to represent
software entities, e.g., software components, which can then be mapped to
diﬀerent hardware resources modeled as queues [16]. Shared queues are not
supported in standard QPN models [16].
– Hierarchical QPNs. Subnet places can contain complete child QPN models. Hierarchical QPNs enable to model layered systems and improve the
understandability of huge QPNs. QPE fully supports hierarchical QPNs.
– Departure Disciplines. Departure disciplines determine the order in which
tokens arriving at an ordinary place or a depository of a queueing place become available for output transitions. QPE supports two disciplines: Normal
(used by default) and FIFO. The former implies that tokens become available for output transitions immediately after arriving at an ordinary place
or depository whereas in the latter case a token can only leave the place or
depository if all tokens that have arrived before it have left. For an example of how this extension of the QPN formalism can be exploited and the
beneﬁts it provides we refer the reader to [7].
2.2

Simulation of QPN Model (SimQPN)

SimQPN is a discrete-event simulation engine specialized for QPNs. It simulates
QPN models directly and has been designed to exploit the knowledge of the
2

While the same eﬀect can be achieved by using multiple subnet places mapped to a
nested QPN containing a single queueing place, this would require expanding tokens
that enter the nested QPN with a tag to keep track of their origin as explained in
[3].
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structure and behavior of QPNs to improve the eﬃciency of the simulation.
Therefore, SimQPN provides much better performance than a general purpose
simulator would provide, both in terms of the speed of simulation and the quality
of output data provided.
Model Support. SimQPN implements most, but not all of the QPN elements
that can be modeled in QPE. It currently supports three diﬀerent scheduling
strategies for queues: Processor-Sharing (PS), Inﬁnite Server (IS) and FirstCome-First-Served (FCFS). A wide range of service time distributions are
supported including Beta, BreitWigner, ChiSquare, Gamma, Hyperbolic, Exponential, ExponentialPower, Logarithmic, Normal, StudentT, Uniform and
VonMises as well as deterministic and empirical distributions. All of the characterizing features of QPE described in Sect. 2.1 are fully supported by the
SimQPN simulator. A current limitation of SimQPN is the missing support for
timed transitions3 and immediate queueing places. The spectrum of scheduling
strategies and service time distributions supported by SimQPN will be extended.
Support for timed transitions and immediate queueing places is also planned for
future releases.
Output Data. SimQPN oﬀers the ability to conﬁgure what data exactly to
collect during the simulation and what statistics to provide at the end of the
run. This can be speciﬁed on a per location basis where location is deﬁned to
have one of the following ﬁve types: 1. ordinary places, 2. queue of queueing
places (considered from the perspective of the place), 3. depository of queueing
places, 4. queues (considered from the perspective of all places it is part of), and
5. probes.
A probe enables the user to specify a region of interest for which data should
be collected during simulation. The region of a probe includes one or more places
and is deﬁned by one start and one end place. The goal is to evaluate the time
tokens spend in the region when moving between its begin and end place. The
probe starts its measurements for each token entering its region at the start place
and updates the statistics when the token leaves at the end place. Probes are
realized by attaching timestamps to individual tokens. With probes it is possible
to determine statistics for the residence time of tokens in a region of interest.
For each location the user can choose between six modes of data collection .
The higher the mode, the more information is collected and the more statistics
are provided. Since collecting data costs CPU time, the more data is collected,
the slower the simulation would progress. Therefore, with data collection modes
the user can speed up the simulation by avoiding the collection of data that is
not required. The six data collection modes are deﬁned as follows:
– Mode 0. No data is collected.
– Mode 1. Only token throughput data is collected.
3

In most cases a timed transition can be approximated by a serial network consisting
of an immediate transition, a queueing place and a second immediate transition.
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– Mode 2. Additionally, data to compute token population, token occupancy,
and queue utilization is collected
– Mode 3. Token residence time data is collected (maximum, minimum, mean,
standard deviation, steady state mean, and conﬁdence interval of steady
state mean).
– Mode 4. This mode adds a histogram of observed token residence times.
– Mode 5. Additionally token residence times are dumped to a ﬁle for further
analysis with external tools.
Steady State Analysis. SimQPN supports two methods for the estimation
of steady state mean residence times of tokens inside the various locations of
the QPN. These are the well-known Method of Independent Replications (in its
variant referred to as replication/deletion approach) and the classical Method of
Non-overlapping Batch Means (NOMB). We refer the reader to [12, 15] for an
introduction to these methods. Both of them can be used to provide point and
interval estimates of the steady state mean token residence time.
We have validated the analysis algorithms implemented in SimQPN by subjecting them to a rigorous experimental analysis and evaluating the quality of
point and interval estimates [9]. Our analysis showed that data reported by
SimQPN is very accurate and stable. Even for residence time, the metric with
highest variation, the standard deviation of point estimates did not exceed 2.5%
of the mean value. In all cases, the estimated coverage of conﬁdence intervals
was less than 2% below the nominal value (higher than 88% for 90% conﬁdence
intervals and higher than 93% for 95% conﬁdence intervals).
Furthermore, SimQPN includes an implementation of the Method of Welch
for determining the length of the initial transient (warm-up period). We have
followed the rules in [12] for choosing the number of replications, their length
and the window size.
2.3

Processing and Visualization of Simulation Results

After a successful simulation run, SimQPN saves the results from the simulation
in an XML ﬁle with a .simqpn extension. QPE provides an advanced query engine for the processing and visualization of simulation results. The query engine
allows to deﬁne queries on the simulation results in order to ﬁlter, aggregate and
visualize performance data for multiple places, queues and colors of the QPN.
The results from the queries can be displayed in textual or graphical form. QPE
provides the following two query editors:
– Simple Query Editor. The user can quickly ﬁlter and visualize metrics of a
single location or token color with a few clicks. Currently, three visualization
options are available: "Pie Chart", "Bar Chart" and "Console Output".
– Advanced Query Editor. The user can create complex queries including the
aggregation of metrics over multiple locations and token colors with a powerful user interface. The following two aggregation operators are currently
supported: "Average" and "Sum".
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(a) Metrics context menu

(b) Bar Chart

Fig. 3. Simple query editor

Figure 3(a) shows an area of the user interface of the simple query editor.
The statistics for all QPN places are presented in the table in the background.
By opening the context menu on one of the places a context menu with a set of
metrics gets available. When choosing the bar chart for the mean token residence
time, the diagram shown in Fig. 3(b) is displayed.

3

Architecture

QPME is based on the Eclipse OSGi framework and comes as a stand-alone
Rich Client Plattform (RCP) application. QPME is written completely in Java
making it widely accessible on diﬀerent platforms. The architecture of QPME is
plugin-based and consists of the following three core plugins: qpe.base contains
the set of editors for building QPN models (QPE) and for analyzing simulation
results (simple and advanced query editor), qpe.simqpn.kernel provides the
core of the SimQPN simulator, and qpe.simqpn.ui contains the graphical wizard for calling the SimQPN simulator from within QPE. The core plugins are
highly integrated with each other while at the same time it is possible to also
use them separately.
The editors of QPE are based on the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF)4 .
Being a GEF application, QPE is based on the model-view-controller (MVC)
architecture. The model in our case is the QPN being deﬁned, the views provide
graphical representations of the QPN, and ﬁnally the controller connects the
model with the views, managing the interactions among them. The individual
editors (net, incidence function, subnet, queues, and colors) are all realized as
diﬀerent views which work on one single model. Thus it is ensured that all editors
working on the same QPN model are always up-to-date.
4

http://www.eclipse.org/gef/
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QPME knows two types of ﬁles. Files with the extension .qpe contain a
complete QPN model. They are XML ﬁles with an own schema based on the
Petri Net Markup Language (PNML) [6] with some changes and extensions
to support the additional constructs available in QPN models. Files with the
extension .simqpn contain the results of a simulation run. They are also XML
ﬁles and can be opened with the simple or advanced query editor.
SimQPN is realized as a discrete-event simulator. It is very light-weight and
optimized to exploit the knowledge of the structure and behavior of QPNs to
improve the eﬃciency of the simulation. A simulation run consists of ﬁve phases.
First the QPN model is loaded from a .qpe ﬁle or it is directly imported from an
open editor in QPE. If the QPN contains subnet places, a model transformation
is applied in phase two which integrates the subnets into the main net recursively
resulting in a ﬂat net. This simpliﬁes the simulation of hierarchical QPNs. In
phase three, the conﬁguration of the simulation is processed and the simulation
engine is conﬁgured accordingly. Especially, the simulation engine is set up to
collect only the data that is necessary to calculate the requested statistics. By
avoiding the collection of data that is not requested by the user, the simulation
performance can be signiﬁcantly sped up in a lot of cases. In phase four, the
actual simulation is performed. An event loop advances the simulation clock and
in each iteration all events that are scheduled at the current simulation time are
processed. SimQPN utilizes the Colt open-source library, which is developed at
CERN5 , for random number generation. The loop is running until the conﬁgured
relative or absolute precision is reached or the conﬁgured maximum run length
is reached. After the simulation, the requested statistics are calculated from the
data collected during the simulation and the data is stored in a .simqpn ﬁle.

4

Use Cases

In [7], we have developed a methodology for performance modeling of distributed
component-based systems using QPNs. The methodology has been applied to
model a number of systems ranging from simple systems to systems of realistic
size and complexity. Here, QPME can be used as a powerful tool for performance
and scalability analyses. Some examples of modeling studies using QPME can
be found in [10, 11, 14, 16].
Furthermore, QPME can be used at the design time of software systems
for solving architecture-level performance models, e.g., the Palladio Component
Model (PCM) [5]. In [13], we described how to derive QPN models from PCM
models automatically using a formal mapping. In numerous representative case
studies, we showed that SimQPN predicted all mean value metrics with high accuracy while the analysis overhead compared to the standard simulator of PCM
could be signiﬁcantly reduced, in many cases by an order of magnitude [13].

5

http://acs.lbl.gov/software/colt/
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Comparison with Other Tools

While the QPN modeling paradigm provides many important beneﬁts, there
are currently few tools that support the modeling and analysis of systems using
QPNs. According to [17], apart from the QPME tool presented in this paper, the
only tool that is available is the HiQPN-Tool [2] developed at the University of
Dortmund. HiQPN can be used to build and analyze QPN models, however, it
only supports analytical solution techniques. As demonstrated in [8], QPN models of realistic systems are too large to be analyzable using analytical techniques
due to the state space explosion problem. Furthermore, it is only available on
Sun-OS 5.5.x / Solaris 2, which signiﬁcantly limits its accessibility. In contrast,
QPME is implemented in Java and runs on all major platforms. It provides a
highly optimized simulation engine capable of analyzing models of realistically
sized systems.

6

Installation

The binaries of QPME for Windows, Linux and MacOS X and the source
code can be obtained from http://qpme.sourceforge.net free-of-charge. The
QPME binary drops are installed by extracting the zipped archive in an arbitrary location on the hard disk. QPME is open-source and is distributed under
the Eclipse Public License (EPL) 1.0.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented QPME 2.0, our tool for modeling and analysis using
queueing Petri nets. QPME provides a user-friendly graphical interface enabling
the user to quickly and easily construct QPN models. It oﬀers a highly optimized simulation engine that can be used to analyze models of realistically-sized
systems. In addition, being implemented in Java, QPME runs on all major platforms and is widely accessible. QPME provides a robust and powerful tool for
performance analysis making it possible to exploit the modeling power and expressiveness of queueing Petri nets to their full potential. The tool is available
free-of-charge under an open-source license.
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